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About This Game

About

Centifeed in an indie action game that will take you across 8 levels and multitudes of challenges for you to overcome!

Features

You are a customizable centifeeder that can swap parts on the fly.

Eat bugs to get rewards and grow larger and stronger.

Collect orbs and DNA points to unlock new body parts to access more difficult stages.

Mix and match body parts to get the ultimate build for your gameplay style.

Full Soundtrack

Full Controller Support
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i may have only played this game for 2 hours but it has been the most fun i have ever had in a video game. even when i get to a
hard level, it feels really good when i figure out how to do it and the past. once you figure out how to do a level you can just get
through it so fast. i love this game. So far this game is looks promising...
Great Graphic, Soundtracks, Gameplay, & Future features...
For those who is into skating, this game is highly recomended!
But for now this game still has so many bugs, but you know it is normal for an early access game! so far im enjoying this game
so much. The control is kinda' hard at first, but you'll get used to it!. The game itself is pretty boring really but the reason I
requested a refund is simply that the image links for the achievements are broken. You get the achievements but don't see
anything but broken links.. Simply amazing game. Fans of the anime will enjoy it, as will those who've never heard of AoT. The
story is pretty much covered and self contained up to the current anime so anyone can keep up without any foreknowledge. The
character creator allows you to enter the story as your own person instead of only playing as established characters; the story also
incorporates your created character in an interesting way. The developer seems to of taken criticism from the first AoT game
and simply added more gameplay mechanics that add to the game and don't feel tacked on, improved the controls, added great
multiplayer, and added more RPG type elements for you to do in the games' overworld. Zooming around trees, between
buildings and navigating open fields killing titans feels great and is good fun. The game runs amazingly well, even on a moderate
system. If you're pushing even remotely high end specs you can max out the settings without your PC ever breaking a sweat.

And now, the downside...
A large chunk of AoT 2 is basically AoT redux. I know they are limited on the amount of content they can put out as they are
limited by source material, however this almost feels as though it could of been a large DLC addition to add season 2, instead of
an entire new game. Outside of a few new features, some slight tweaks on some season 1 missions, and the obvious control
upgrade, you may feel like you booted up the wrong game when you start. I'd honestly be hard pressed to justify paying full
price. I did myself, but I would of felt better even if I got the game for 39, even 49, and not 60 bucks. The slight story twist that
incorporates your character is really neat, but it is about the only difference from the first game outside of some of the season 2
story.

The game has some replay value, keeping you coming back for online multiplayer and events, and trying to fully complete the
singleplayer is quite a decent length expedition. Grinding for better gear doesn't feel like a chore as zooming through cities,
forests, and open fields slicing up titans is just good fun, so they nailed the most important aspect. The downsides aside, I'd
recommend AoT 2. I've gotten and continue to get enjoyment from it, and I feel as though I've gotten my money's worth. If you
ever catch it on sale it's a must-buy title.. Not to easy, not to hard - perfect.

advantages:
1. Good puzzles
2. Refreashed Portal Style
3. New testing elements.
4. New game mechanics.

Cons:
1. Weird voice lines.
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Final rating:
This is one of best Portal Mods ever made.
You should play it 10/10

Thanks for reading.
Redstoncraft. So, I used Spriter Pro for a month. Do not buy or use it for any project. You will not finish them.

In Characters Maps
1. "Merge Active to new" button - merge all your maps in both active and avaiable window. So it is useless
2. Save maps button don't work in 90% percent of cases. So it is useless
3. Load button never works, you choose file and then nothing. So it is useless
4. When your project is bigger then spriters examples "creat new CM" will hit you really hard, it is awful.
5. And the most terrible thing - bug of centers of sprites, sometimes they displaced and you can't fix them. In any menu.

Z-order:
1. when you are using operations like "paste to all keys" - all z-orders mix up in all animation.(fixed)

Import animation in current scene(animation )
1. Dev says it is experimental. Actually it does not work at all. You can inmport, but after that work with this animaton is over
for you. (fixed)

In last update devs add option to move animation between entitys.
1. When you use it, your programm will crush in 5 min
2. You can't save project.

It is awful and usefull, don't repeat my mistakes, and don't buy it.
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While Pizza Express has some great depth to it and a lot of indie charm, the controls are fatally flawed. Specifically, the
mandatory use of the mouse. You need to use both the keyboard and the mouse, and cannot just bind things to the keyboard.
The hit-boxes are too small and make mouse movement frustrating when dragging things like dough or ingrediants to their
destination. Yes, there is mouse acceleration options, but unfortunately it didn't remedy the situations for me. I'm telling you
- the hit-boxes are just too small.

Essentially, this is a pizza shop management sim in the same vein as Cook, Serve, Delicious. I appreciate the surprising
amount of depth it has. You can tweak prices, create custom pizzas, and buy all kinds of upgrades. The music ranges from
slightly grating to quite inspired. I do like the music, but particular tracks, while good, are too repetitive.

I do feel quite torn, because the game is great - except for the mandatory use of the mouse, which made both of us playing it
want to stop playing altogether.

Pros:
+Great management simulator with lots of depth in the form of custom pizzas, custom pricing, upgrades, stats, and more
+Music is good, albeit repetitive at parts
+Humor is pretty good
+Price point is good

Cons:
-Mandatory mouse use is terrible; cannot just bind things to the keyboard either
-Hit-boxes are too small - and while this should be an obvious and easy fix, it remains a huge problem
-The dialogue is quite tedious; it only displays about a half a sentence at a time, which makes the tutorials take forever
-When the text is typing on the screen or scenes are fading, it is sooooo slow
-Exiting the program feels like a puzzle in itself; shouldn't 'escape' in the main menu do the trick? (alt-F4 does not even
break you out); there is an exit option, but it just isn't obvious

Yeah, I mean it's well worth the six bucks if you can get past the controls. I would love for them to fix these simple issues so I
could give this a thumbs up.

. A Windows 98 version of Ultimate Alliance. Goes on sale for 99 cents a lot. Get it and kick some Yeti♥♥♥♥♥

This feels like if Marvels UA was made way earlier and with Ultra! Comic superheroes. It has a superhero and villain
miniverse with something I liked very very much; each character upon unlocking gives you a FMV backstory/origin narrated
and told as a comic.
I never played this before buying it on steam so as a new player I need to say I like this game very much, you have
replayabaility with the mixture of new characters into teams.
The best way to describe movement and actions in this game is point and click strategy, select with mouse click to move to
location, select character click enemy to make character attack that enemy.
Every character has different multiple powers but some look re-used because of the graphical limitations, story makes up for
this. This is not a super hard game, it was made for anyone who likes comics, great for casual gamers not for hard as nails
tactical strategy players. If you liked Ultimate Alliance then this is a no brainer buy.

Multiplayer:
There is also a whole character customization page for multiplayer[m/p] that will take you 1-2 hours building your own
custom character from scratch, adding powers buffs and negatives, voice and costume. I have not played any m/p yet, just
the S/P mode I did however make a godlike supervillain that then the game alerted me the character cannot be played in m/p
cause he so buff. There is an added ceiling for powers on m/p creation so you cannot make a god player and godmode a m/p
game.

Cons
The reading could go faster and skippable scenes on repeat needs to be added- my only gripes

Post Notes
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I enjoyed this game so much I snagged the first part on GOG, cause less bugs.
No game ending bugs or run issues to report as of this writing for this sequel.
. loved to play it ^^. If you're looking to become pro, ESEA is for you.. food is good yes. Buggy as hell, keeps freezing
whenever I unlock something.. requesting refund.. Really fun and innovative too bad the multiplayer is deserted. As far as
puzzle games go this is OK. It is pretty fun in the begininng but with time it can get boring as they use the same map multiple
times. I guess if you want to play and relax it is not bad.. As first impressions go, MarZ: Tactical Base Defense starts off
strong.

The starting menu is simple, clean, and the options are mostly straightforward. Personally I wish there was a hover tool to
give a basic explanation of what each option does and how it affects the game, but, again, that is a personal preference I like
to see.

The starting campaign cinematic gives the rundown on what is happening and your goals. As of writing this review I have
completed about half the campaign and the more I play the less it makes sense. It does have zombies in space so I may have to
lower my expectations since there may be not much effort put into making a cohesive story. Or maybe it will culminate some
kind of explanation towards the end, and will likely revise part of the review then if that is the case.

The campaign, and skirmish, have three difficulty levels. Even on the mid-range difficulty it provides a challenge and
makes me think about my strategies and tower defenses. Each campaign mission has challenges to achieve to unlock a perk
that can be applied on a mission to mission basis, as well as an obelisk to research. As far as I can tell the obelisk is story
related but I did find trying to apply the perks you earn was slightly confusing at first. Once I knew they had to be applied
per mission it made things much clearer.

As gameplay goes there is only a couple of things I can complain about. The tutorial was fine, for the most part, for
explaining the basics but I did have to play over the first mission twice to fully understand what was being provided to me as
introductory material. As you progressed more and more options became open and additional information was dropped in to
fill the gaps of the new mechanics. If I had one major criticism for the gameplay it would be that I had to check the options
for what shortcuts were available as none of them show up in game as a hint or anything to know that it is there.

I have seen very little in the way of game bugs so far. The only game bug that I have come across, I think, is one where a
defense tower ate three of people that I sent to operate it. Now I could have just missed them being kill en route; but since I
had sent three personnel rapid succession to the same tower, my money is on it being a bug. I had to restart the mission and I
haven't experienced it since.

So far I have enjoyed the game and hope there is some continued support.

Edit Edition:

Not going to add to much more to my original review. I have wrapped up the campaign and I found it still made little sense,
with a dose of vague mystery dropped in to further muddle the waters. Overall I am not a fan of the story of the game,
however the story is not the main focus of the game so it's something that I can live with.

The more I do play the more I do enjoy the tower defense portions of the game. However there is still a major issue with a
lack of coherent understanding of what the player can do in the game. Now there is a possibility that I could have missed
some key details when they were brought up, but there are some that I'm positive that were not introduced to us as a player
and were simply left for us to discover on our own. I.E. mission perks can be applied per mission at the start, AND can be
changed for another perk, after a cooldown, mid-mission to something advantageous at the moment.

I do hope that there is some update to help address some knowledge gaps that we don't have to look up in a wiki or something,
but only time will tell. Still a good game to play and still very much have enjoyed my time playing.
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